Week 4 Assignment

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As all of your assignments are now completed, you cannot resubmit this assignment.

Week 4: Difference in gel electrophoresis (DIGE) & Systems Biology

Task 1: Overview of DIGE

- 1.5 DIGE PAGE Silver staining
  - 3 DIGE Silver staining
  - 3 DIGE DIGE
  - No, you cannot resubmit

- Apply PAGE silver staining to three samples.

Week 4: Systems Biology

- Lab 2: Systems biology and protein interaction
  - Application of systems biology
  - No, you cannot resubmit

- Systems biology and protein interaction

- Systems biology and protein interaction

Lab 2: Systems Biology and Protein Interaction

- Systems biology and protein interaction

- Systems biology and protein interaction

The experiment should be conducted in three steps, using both the fastening technique and the staining technique.
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